
7hills
homeless day center

Most progress toward ending homelessness is 
accomplished during the day. The new 7Hills 
Day Center for the Homeless is a business-hours 
refuge for homeless populations seeking one-
stop services. These services include temporary 
shelter, counseling, provisioning, meals, personal 
hygiene, mail delivery, job search, prescription 

drug and light medical assistance, and social 
connection among other forms of care. The day 
center is an anchor component in a community-
wide ecosystem of service providers offering 
overnight shelter, transitional and permanent 
housing, and meal service. 
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Trauma-Informed Design
7Hills is a client-driven organization providing multiple services 
for Fayetteville’s homeless population including day services, 
supportive housing, and wrap-around case management for 
veterans. The day center incorporates best practices in trauma-
informed design, accounting for a population that routinely suffers 
criminal transgressions and personal indignities, exacerbated by 
depletion of their social relationships. Recognizing the prevalence 
of trauma in the lives of homeless populations, the design 
approach for 7Hills emphasizes the role of the built environment 
in supporting recovery from homelessness as well as resisting 
re-traumatization. Many prefer the street over formal emergency 
shelters given the lack of privacy, safety, and autonomy common 
in shelters. Trauma-informed care is a departure from conventional 
emergency shelter management and design. 

Still a developing sub-discipline in care facility design, four key 
principles in the trauma-informed approach guided design of 
the day center. The center and its grounds should be welcoming 
and inviting, governed by an ethic of hospitality. Second, since 
being indoors can be stressful for some homeless individuals, the 
day center should offer a variety of indoor/outdoor and public/
private spaces without compromising staff’s need to monitor 
clients’ behavior. Third, the day center should be perceived by 
clients as a safe, calming, and equitable place “spatially available” 
to all. Fourth, the day center should incorporate connections to 
the natural world since vegetation, natural light, and air provide 
important biophilic functions that reduce stress, enhance mood, 
and elevate sensory enjoyment. Building and grounds should 
assist in the restoration of individual health, including that of staff 
and volunteers who also experience challenges to personal well-
being in their service to clients.

Day Center Design
As a front door for people experiencing homelessness, the day 
center serves over 100 clients daily and can reach a measurable 
social density at peak loads. The facility is composed of two 
interdependent building masses: an operations center wing for 
providing care services and shelter to homeless populations, and 
an adjacent staff center that accommodates work areas for more 
than 20 care professionals. Since construction will be phased 
between the two components, courtyards are used to create a 
pragmatic construction seam between the two building masses, 
allowing each mass to express its distinct functions and form while 
reinforcing a singular solution. 
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existing buildings to be demolished

In tandem with landscaped courtyards as building couplers, the day center is ringed with a 
unifying system of covered porches that extend interior living spaces. Courts and porches 
create an intermediary territory of quiet respite from the bustle of indoor activity for individuals 
and small groups. Porches, in turn, abut campus landscapes, including a wildflower pollinator 
garden, a grove with a memorial and shaded sitting area, a plaza and bus stop, and a 
community vegetable garden. At the bus stop, a symbolically long sitting bench fronting a 
“chair-bombed” plaza under the adjacent grove are the initiating gestures of hospitality. They 
counter the defensive design of public furnishings throughout America, cynically engineered 
to prevent resting by homeless individuals. This loosely sheltered ring of frontages—social 
landscapes, porches, and courtyards—phase engagement with reluctant individuals in need, 
providing the opportunity for choice and reinforcing a sense of personal identity. Porches 
framed by campus landscapes provide a welcoming front door and a civic-scaled expression 
of hospitality uncommon in this auto-dominated environment of the commercial arterial.  
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Hospitality is central to the day center’s management 
philosophy, and therefore common areas are designed 
with choice in mind. The operations center facilitates 
greater self-service among clients in accessing food 
from the dining/pantry area, clothes and provisions 
from the free-of-charge store, and showers, computers, 
and laundry services in their respective areas. This 
promotes trust and encourages further self-reliance 
among clients. Accordingly, the operations center’s 
open plan is a series of service nodes shaped as open 
living areas without corridors. Nodes provide a variety 
of furnishings and aural environments framed by 
generous window space. These episodic interiors are 
captured under two connected but rotated double-
story roof sheds of generous but simple volumes. 
Each roof shed admits natural sky light calibrated 
to the functions and levels of public activity below. 
The architecture of the roof celebrates gathering and 
alleviates a sense of crowding. The balance between 
open interior sightlines and scaled defensible spaces—
some small and inviting retreat—allows staff to 
unobtrusively monitor client behavior. Balance between 
open sightlines and intimate space also mitigates 
crowding effects while enhancing wayfinding and 
access for all. 

The edges of the operations center are intimate-
scaled peripheries accommodating window seats, a 
fireplace, porches, and other transitions zones to the 
exterior. These transitional zones are connected to a 
corresponding exterior garden or porch and framed 
by natural light—some dramatically through clerestory 
windows, skylights, portholes, and window boxes. Busy 
interiors can appear calming and less crowded through 
proportional levels of natural light and views, reinforcing 
equity and the likelihood that any individual can readily 
feel secure in claiming a personal space. Research 
consistently confirms the restorative properties of 
natural settings on human health, especially in self-
esteem and tranquility. 

Unlike the sectional drama provided by the roof sheds 
in the operations center, the staff center is a serene 
ground-hugging organization with interior work areas 
visually opening onto the day center’s three garden 
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Porches framed by campus landscapes provide a 
welcoming front door and a civic-scaled expression 

of hospitality uncommon in this auto-dominated 
environment of the commercial arterial. 
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Campus landscapes include a grove with a 
memorial and shaded sitting area, initiating gestures 
of hospitality and countering the defensive design 

of public furnishings throughout America.
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Activities of Daily Living
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courtyards. Courtyards extend both open and closed office settings ensuring 
a shared experience between the two types of work environments. Indeed, 
oscillations in spatial pattern language between intimate and grand, open 
and closed, and extensive (blurred boundaries between interior and exterior 
spaces) and intensive (spaces of refuge), offers balance, choice, and clarity—
important generative principles in trauma-informed design. 

Finally, the day center projects a sense of dignity and orientation that stems 
from its economy of means, where frugality is important both economically 
and socially. Spaces are easy to navigate and invite further socialization. 
They offer opportunity for choice reinforcing individual’s sense of identity 
and autonomy within a cooperative setting. The facility’s massing and scale 
projects familiarity by re-scaling domestic associations and other tropes of 
hospitality within the context of an institutional program and its location on 
an unmemorable five-lane commercial corridor. 

Since construction will be phased between the two components, 
courtyards are used to create a pragmatic construction seam between 

the two building masses, allowing each mass to express its distinct 
functions and form while reinforcing a singular solution.
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The day center foregrounds connections to the natural world since 
vegetation, natural light, and air provide important biophilic functions 
that reduce stress, enhance mood, and elevate sensory enjoyment.
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Hospitality is central to the day center’s 
management philosophy, and therefore 
common areas are designed with choice in mind.
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The architecture of the roof celebrates 
gathering and alleviates a sense of crowding. 
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The edges of the operations center are intimate-scaled 
peripheries accommodating window seats, a fireplace, 

porches, and other transitions zones to the exterior.
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The operations center’s open plan is a series of service nodes 
shaped as open living areas without corridors. Nodes provide 

a variety of furnishings and aural environments framed by 
generous window space. These episodic interiors are captured 

under two connected but rotated double-story roof sheds of 
generous but simple volumes.
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Courts and porches create an intermediary 
territory of quiet respite from the bustle of indoor 

activity for individuals and small groups.
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Looking from Technology Area to Laundry and Store
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Busy interiors can appear calming and less crowded 
through proportional levels of natural light and 
views.
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Looking from Lockers/Laundry toward Entry
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Looking from Store to Laundry
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Oscillations in spatial pattern language 
between intimate and grand, open and closed, 
and extensive (blurred boundaries between 
interior and exterior spaces) and intensive 
(spaces of refuge), offer balance, choice, and 
clarity—important generative principles in 
trauma-informed design.
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Interior work areas visually open onto the 
day center’s three garden courtyards.
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The facility’s massing and scale 
projects familiarity by re-scaling 
domestic associations and 
other tropes of hospitality within 
the context of an institutional 
program.
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